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ABSTRACT

Context. Resonant lines are powerful probes of the interstellar and circumgalactic medium of galaxies. Their transfer in gas being a complex process, the interpretation of their observational signatures, either in absorption or in emission, is often not straightforward. Numerical radiative transfer simulations are needed to accurately describe the travel of resonant line photons in real and in frequency space, and to produce realistic mock observations.

Aims. This paper introduces RASCAS, a new public 3D radiative transfer code developed to perform the propagation of any resonant line in numerical simulations of astrophysical objects. RASCAS was designed to be easily customisable and to process simulations of arbitrarily large sizes on large supercomputers.

Methods. RASCAS performs radiative transfer on an adaptive mesh with an octree structure using the Monte Carlo technique. RASCAS features full MPI parallelisation, domain decomposition, adaptive load-balancing, and a standard peeling algorithm to construct mock observations. The radiative transport of resonant line photons through different mixes of species (e.g. H¹, Si II, Mg II, Fe II), including their interaction with dust, is implemented in a modular fashion to allow new transitions to be easily added to the code.

Results. RASCAS is very accurate and efficient. It shows perfect scaling up to a minimum of a thousand cores. It has been fully tested against radiative transfer problems with analytic solutions and against various test cases proposed in the literature. Although it was designed to describe accurately the many scatterings of line photons, RASCAS may also be used to propagate photons at any wavelength (e.g. stellar continuum or fluorescent lines), or to cast millions of rays to integrate the optical depths of ionising photons, making it highly versatile.
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1. Introduction

Resonant lines are very powerful tracers of the interstellar medium (ISM) and the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies: their spectral and spatial distributions imprint the kinematics and the geometry of the gas in which they scatter. The Lyman-α line of hydrogen is the brightest resonant line, extensively used to observe statistical samples of galaxies (e.g. Ouchi et al. 2008, 2010; Sobral et al. 2017; Drake et al. 2017; Hashimoto et al. 2017; Itoh et al. 2018; Herenz et al. 2019), from the local Universe (Hayes et al. 2013; Henry et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017; Verhamme et al. 2017) to the highest redshifts (e.g. Zitrin et al. 2010; Sobral et al. 2017; Drake et al. 2017; Hashimoto et al. 2017; Stark et al. 2017).

Other lines, now also commonly detected in the spectra of galaxies, contain the same richness of information as Lyman-α does. In the near-ultraviolet domain the Mg II λ12796, 2804 resonant doublet is one of the brightest. At low redshift it has been compared to Lyman-α for a small sample of Green Pea galaxies (Henry et al. 2018). At intermediate redshift this has been recently observed in MUSE-selected galaxies (Finley et al. 2017a; Feltre et al. 2018), and has been compared to Fe II (λ2365, λ2396, λ2612, λ2626, Finley et al. 2017a). In addition, the first Fe II* extended emission has been reported (Finley et al. 2017b).

In the far-ultraviolet domain, C II λ1335 and several Si II lines (λ1190, λ1193, λ1194, λ1197) are commonly detected in the spectra of galaxies (Shapley et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2015; Trainor et al. 2015; Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2015; Chisholm et al. 2017). Higher energy transitions are also resonant, such as Si IV λ1434, 1403 and C IV λ1548, 1551, probing a hotter phase of the ISM and CGM of galaxies. With the advent of sensitive instruments such as the MUSE Integral Field Spectrograph on the Very Large Telescope (VLT, Bacon et al. 2010), resonant line observations hold great potential in revealing the chemical enrichment of the intergalactic medium (IGM) by galaxies, the kinematics of the CGM, and the interplay between the infall and outflow of gas around galaxies. However, resonant lines are not straightforward to interpret. Realistic radiative transfer simulations are needed to retrieve all information from the data.

Numerical simulations have become an indispensable tool to understand galaxy formation. The continuous progress both in numerical simulation algorithms and in the supercomputer platforms themselves is such that we are today able to compute simulations of galaxies which embrace the full complexity of their large-scale cosmological environment while resolving the details...
of the ISM, and to include increasing levels of physics, such as the coupling of ionising radiation or magnetic fields with gas (e.g. Rosdahl et al. 2018; Martin-Alvarez et al. 2018).

In order to assess the success of a simulation and the validity of the many assumptions that went into it, it is necessary to compare the results with observations. This is generally not an obvious thing to do, as simulation predictions are physical properties (e.g. density, temperature, velocities), while observations collect photons in various forms (spectra, images, cubes) which originate from different processes (e.g. stellar emission, nebula emission, fluorescence) and have possibly been altered on their way to the telescope (e.g. scattering, absorption by dust, IGM transmission, instrumental effects). The maturity and high resolution (less than a few 10\(^\text{pc}\)) of the current state-of-the-art simulations offer the opportunity to produce mock observations that account for these processes with the necessary accuracy. In turn, provided the simulations represent the Universe with a high enough degree of realism, these mock observations are extremely useful for the interpretation of observations or to test and/or predict observational diagnostics. First, they are necessary to interpret complex observations within a robust theoretical framework. An example here is the interpretation of diffuse Lyman-\(\alpha\) emission seen in deep narrow-band stacks (e.g. Steidel et al. 2011; Momose et al. 2014) or in VLT/MUSE datacubes (Wisotzki et al. 2016; Leclercq et al. 2017) in relation with the multi-band photometry from Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The interpretation of these phenomena requires self-consistent multi-wavelength mocks that include the full radiative transfer (RT) effects due to Lyman-\(\alpha\) scattering and dust extinction. Another example is the very difficult interpretation of absorption lines in galaxy spectra because observations cannot tell us whether they are due to the ISM or CGM. Second, mock observations are very useful to prepare and optimise observational strategies for forthcoming surveys. Similarly, mocks are often used before the instruments are operational as example scenes which help validate data reduction and data analysis pipelines. Third, mock observations may be used to validate the accuracy with which physical properties (e.g. stellar mass, star formation rate) are inferred from observations, since these are known quantities from the simulations.

This paper presents a new 3D RT code, RAdiation SCattering in Astrophysical Simulations (RASCAS), which was designed to construct accurate multi-wavelength mock observations (spectra, images, or datacubes) from high-resolution simulations. RASCAS deploys a general two-step methodology (e.g. Hummels et al. 2017; Barrow et al. 2017). The first step consists in extracting all relevant information from the simulation outputs: (1) the information concerning the medium through which light will propagate, and (2) the information concerning the sources of radiation. Point (1), for example, determines the number density of H\(_{1}\) atoms, their thermal velocity dispersion and bulk velocity, and the dust density, everywhere in a chosen volume. Fully coupled radiation-hydrodynamic simulations would naturally provide the information about ionised states, but retrieving this information in pure hydrodynamic simulations may be tricky. In such case, it is necessary to process the simulation outputs with additional software and models, typically with CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013), as in Hummels et al. (2017) and Barrow et al. (2017), or with independent codes which solve for H and He ionisation by propagating ionising radiation in post-processing (e.g. Li et al. 2008; Yajima et al. 2012). Point (2) is also involved to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the sources. Computing the continuum emission from star particles is relatively straightforward, using spectro-photometric models of stellar populations (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Eldridge et al. 2017). However, computing the emission lines from the gas (e.g. in the Lyman-\(\alpha\) line or in other nebular lines) again requires a detailed knowledge of the ionisation and thermal state of the emitting species. This may be provided by the simulation code, as is the case for H and He with RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al. 2013), or it may be necessary to post-process the simulation to estimate the emissivities of the gas. This first step is very simulation- and model-dependent, and RASCAS chooses to encapsulate it in a simulation-plugin module and to implement two stand-alone pre-processing codes which generate an adaptive mesh with all the needed physical information about the gaseous medium, and the initial conditions for light emission in the form of lists of photon packets. These datasets, which could easily be generated from other simulations with any post-processing code, serve as inputs to RASCAS to perform the radiative transfer computation.

The core of RASCAS, is then the second step, which is passive radiative transfer, passive in the sense that radiation does not affect the properties of the gas. Here RASCAS inherits directly from the code MClya (Verhamme et al. 2006, 2012; Trebitsch et al. 2016) and joins the now long tradition of Monte Carlo codes which compute the resonant scattering of Lyman-\(\alpha\) photons through simulations (Cantalupo et al. 2005; Tassisioni 2006; Semelin et al. 2007; Laursen et al. 2009a, 2011; Pierleoni et al. 2009; Kollmeier et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2010; Yajima et al. 2012; Behrens & Niemeyer 2013; Smith et al. 2015; Gronke & Bird 2017; Abe et al. 2018) or through idealised configurations (Ahn et al. 2001; Zheng & Miralda-Escudé 2002; Dijkstra et al. 2006; Hansen & Oh 2008; Barnes & Haehnelt 2010; Forero-Romero et al. 2011; Orsi et al. 2012; Lake et al. 2015; Gronke & Dijkstra 2016; Eide et al. 2018). The novelty of RASCAS compared to these Lyman-\(\alpha\) RT codes is a combination of the following qualities: (1) RASCAS is a public code and, being the latest implementation, incorporates a selection of state-of-the-art algorithms presented in other codes; (2) RASCAS is designed in a very modular way and can be used for Lyman-\(\alpha\) RT, but also for computing radiative transfer of any other resonant (or not) line and continuum radiation (with arbitrary spectral shapes); (3) RASCAS is massively parallel and implements a domain decomposition which allows it to run with a negligible memory footprint on many cores, thus making it a perfect tool to process extremely large simulations on very large supercomputers.

The layout of the paper follows the Monte Carlo workflow. In Sect. 2 we describe how we sample radiation sources with photon packets. In Sect. 3 we present our methods for solving radiative transfer in a single simulation cell. In Sect. 4 we detail our parallel implementation on adaptive grids with domain decomposition. We then present brief illustration for possible applications in Sect. 5 and sum up in Sect. 6.

2. Emission of photon packets

In this section, we describe how we generate photon packets from various sources of radiation. In doing so, we sample the spectral and angular distributions which characterise each source with a number of photon packets that relates to the luminosities of the sources. In the current implementation, all sources considered (star particles or gas cells) are isotropic, and photon packets are emitted with random directions. Anisotropic sources may be useful, for example to describe an active galactic nucleus or to set up idealised experiments with specific illuminations (e.g. plane-parallel, beam). The framework of RASCAS makes this trivial. RASCAS also gives an equal weight to all photon...
packets so that they are cast from different sources with a probability \( P = N_i/N_{\text{tot}} \), where \( N_i \) is the number of (real) photons emitted by a source per unit time and \( N_{\text{tot}} \) the sum of \( N_i \) over all sources. We detail below how we compute these terms in different configurations.

In the framework of RASCAS, this first step is done by a stand-alone code which generates a simple photon packet initial condition (PPIC) file for each experiment. This file contains a list of photon packets, each with an ID, a position, a direction, and a frequency. These PPIC files are then fed to RASCAS, which propagates each photon packet regardless of the sources. This very flexible approach is possible because the radiative transfer done with RASCAS is passive (i.e., it does not change the properties of the gas). It allows statistics to be added incrementally by re-generating additional PPIC files on demand, and it makes it very easy to combine different signals (e.g., stellar continuum and nebular lines) run as separate experiments. The simplicity of these PPIC files also renders trivial the generation of any ad hoc source model.

Three stand-alone codes are currently available to generate PPIC files for different sources. These codes, which may serve as templates for future developments by interested users, are described in the following subsections.

### 2.1. Emission from stars

The first stand-alone code, PhotonsFromStars, generates photon packets from star particles which represents stellar populations of single ages and metallicities. Four spectral shapes are implemented: (1) a power-law fit to the stellar continuum, (2) a tabulated version of the stellar continuum, (3) a Gaussian emission line, and (4) a monochromatic line. In all cases, the stellar emissivity from star particles is computed with a 2D interpolation in age and metallicity of tabulated spectro-photometric models such as Bruzual & Charlot (2003) or Eldridge et al. (2017).

The frequencies of photon packets are defined in the rest frames of the sources and then shifted to an external frame according to each source’s velocity. We give details below for the different spectral shapes.

#### 2.1.1. Power-law continuum

Here we consider a continuum flux density described by a power law \( F_\lambda = F_0(\lambda/\lambda_0)^\beta \) between two boundaries \( \lambda_\text{min} \) and \( \lambda_\text{max} \). Both \( F_0 \) and \( \beta \) depend on age and metallicity and are different for each star particle. The number of photons emitted per unit time by this continuum is

\[
N_\gamma = \frac{F_0 \epsilon_\gamma \Delta \lambda}{hc} \frac{\lambda_\text{max}^{\beta+1} - \lambda_\text{min}^{\beta+1}}{\beta+1} \quad \text{if } \beta \neq -2, \tag{1}
\]

and each source will emit on average \( N_{\text{MC}} \times N_i/N_{\text{tot}} \) photon packets, where \( N_{\text{MC}} \) is the total number of photon packets generated. In practice, once \( N_i \) is known for all sources, we store the normalised cumulative luminosity distribution of sources into an array \( P \), so that the \( i \)th element of the array, \( P_i \), has a value equal to the probability of emission by a particle with index \( i \leq z \). Then, for each photon packet, we draw a univariate \( r \) between 0 and 1, and locate \( r \) in the array \( P \) with a bi-section algorithm so that \( P_{i-1} < r \leq P_i \). This gives us the index \( i \) of the star particle which will emit the photon packet.

When a star particle emits a photon packet, we derive a wavelength by sampling the photon number distribution \( P(\lambda) = \lambda F_\lambda N_i/\hbar c \). This function is integrable analytically, so that the probability of emitting a photon with wavelength in \( [\lambda_\text{min}; \lambda] \) is written \( P(\lambda) = (\lambda_\text{max}^{\beta+1} - \lambda_\text{min}^{\beta+1})/(\lambda_\text{max}^{\beta+1} - \lambda_\text{min}^{\beta+1}) \) for \( \beta \neq -2 \), and \( P(\lambda) = \ln(\lambda/\lambda_\text{min})/\ln(\lambda_\text{max}/\lambda_\text{min}) \) for \( \beta = -2 \). These two expressions can be inverted, and we simply need to draw a univariate \( r \) between 0 and 1 to compute the wavelength \( \lambda \) of the photon packet as

\[
\lambda = \begin{cases} 
\left(\lambda_\text{max}^{\beta+1} + r \times (\lambda_\text{max}^{\beta+1} - \lambda_\text{min}^{\beta+1})\right)^{1/(\beta+1)} & \text{if } \beta \neq -2, \\
\lambda_\text{min} \times e^{r \ln(\lambda_\text{max}/\lambda_\text{min})} & \text{if } \beta = -2. 
\end{cases}
\]

#### 2.1.2. Tabulated continuum from stellar populations

To obtain more realistic spectra including, for example, stellar atmosphere absorption features, we follow the same strategy as above with small modifications. We replace Eq. (1) with numerical estimates computed directly from the tabulated spectra provided by spectro-photometric libraries, using a linear interpolation of \( F_\lambda \) in wavelength. As above, this first step allows us to assign photon packets to sources as a function of their ages and metallicities. Then, in order to define the wavelength of a photon packet, we store in an array \( P \) the normalised cumulative number of photons (per unit time) emitted by its source between \( \lambda_\text{min} \) and \( \lambda_i \), where \( \lambda_i \) are the values at which the library provides \( F_\lambda \) values. Drawing one univariate allows us, with a strategy similar to that above, to locate the wavelength bin in which the photon packet is emitted. Once this is known, we keep following the procedure by drawing a second univariate to compute the wavelength of the photon packet using Eq. (2) where the power law is now linear and describes \( F_\lambda \) in the range \( [\lambda_\text{min}; \lambda] \). This method produces a linearly interpolated version of the input tabulated energy distribution.

#### 2.1.3. Gaussian line

In some experiments the aim might be to model the emission lines from star particles, for example as a proxy for nebular emission from H II regions (e.g., Verhamme et al. 2012; Behrens & Braun 2014). In such cases, \( N_i \) is the number of photons emitted per second in the line, and can be derived from the number of ionising photons emitted by each star particle as a function of its age and metallicity. We follow here the same strategy as Gaussian emission is followed, but the frequency of all photon packets are the same (in the frame of each source).
In (2) the emitted number of photons per unit time is used at the chosen wavelength \( \lambda_{em} \), \( \dot{N}_\text{em} = \lambda_{em} F_\text{em} (\lambda_{em} / hc) \), to assign sources to photon packets, and again the frequencies of all photon packets are the same.

### 2.2. Lyman-\( \alpha \) emission from gas

The second stand-alone code, LyaPhotonsFromGas, generates photon packets which describe Lyman-\( \alpha \) emission from the gas\(^1\). This code was written to exploit RAMSES-RT simulations, where the ionisation state of hydrogen is known, so that Lyman-\( \alpha \) emission can be computed directly from the simulation outputs. We note that there are two contributions to Lyman-\( \alpha \) emission: recombinations and collisions. We treat the two separately, and generate an independent PPIC file for each.

This time the sources are adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) cells, not particles, and we assume that emission is homogeneous within each cell. We follow a similar strategy to that for star particles, and first we compute the number of Lyman-\( \alpha \) photons emitted per unit time by each cell. For recombinations, we assume the Case B conditions and, following Cantalupo et al. (2008, their Eq. (2)), we compute the number of Lyman-\( \alpha \) photons emitted per unit time from each cell as

\[
\dot{N}_{\text{rec}} = n_e n_p \epsilon^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \alpha^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \times (\Delta x)^3, \tag{3}
\]

where \( n_e \) and \( n_p \) are the electron and proton number densities, predicted by our simulation as a function of the local radiation field and read directly from RAMSES-RT outputs; \( \alpha^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \) is the Case B recombination coefficient; \( \epsilon^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \) is the fraction of recombinations producing Lyman-\( \alpha \) photons; and \( (\Delta x)^3 \) is the volume of the cell. We evaluate \( \epsilon^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \) with the fit from Cantalupo et al. (2008, their Eq. (2)), and \( \alpha^B_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \) with the fit from Hui & Gnedin (1997, their Appendix A). For the collisional term, we compute the number of Lyman-\( \alpha \) photons emitted per unit time from each cell as

\[
\dot{N}_{\text{coll}} = n_{\text{H}} C_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \times (\Delta x)^3, \tag{4}
\]

where \( n_{\text{H}} \) is the number density of neutral hydrogen atoms, read directly from the simulation outputs, and \( C_{\text{Ly} \alpha}(T) \) is the rate of collisional excitations from level 1s to level 2p which we evaluate with the fit from Goerdt et al. (2010, their Eq. (10)). Once these luminosities are known for all cells, we use the same algorithm as for star particles to assign photon packets to cells.

Finally, for each photon packet, we generate random emission coordinates within its emission cell, and compute an emission wavelength in the frame of the cell following the Gaussian line method outlined for star particles. In this case, we relate the width of the Gaussian to the mean velocity of hydrogen atoms through

\[
\sigma_v = v_0 (2 k_B T / m_H)^{1/2} / c, \quad \text{where} \quad k_B \text{ is Boltzmann's constant and} \quad m_H \text{ the mass of a hydrogen atom.}
\]

### 2.3. Ad hoc source models

The simplicity of PPIC files makes it straightforward to write these files with any idealised configuration. A few examples are implemented in the RASCAS distribution, which can be used as they are or extended to different configurations.

---

\(^1\) This code can be easily customised to deal with any other emission line from the gas.
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### 3. Radiative transfer in a homogeneous medium

In this section we discuss the implementation of Monte Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT) through a homogeneous medium (e.g. a simulation cell). Unless mentioned otherwise, we compute frequencies and velocities in the frame of that medium. Extending this to the general case is simply a matter of representing a complex gas distribution on a grid (see Sect. 4) and dealing with changes of frames from cell to cell. To the first order in \( (v_g/c) \), where \( v_g \) is the velocity of the gas relative to some external frame, the frequency of a photon packet in the gas frame \( \nu \) can be related to that in the external frame \( \nu_{\text{ext}} \) with

\[
\nu_{\text{ext}} = \nu (1 + (k \cdot v_g/c)), \quad \text{where} \quad k \text{ is the propagation direction vector.}
\]

Photon packets propagate along straight lines between interactions with matter or until they escape the computational domain towards the observer. After emission, or after each scattering, the optical depth to the next interaction is drawn from an exponential distribution using

\[
\tau_{\text{event}} = -\ln(r), \tag{5}
\]

where \( r \) is a uniformly distributed random number. The photon packet is advanced in space until the optical depth \( \tau \) it covered reaches \( \tau_{\text{event}} \), at which point the interaction occurs. In practice, we propagate photon packets through a grid, and they may have to cross more than one cell before reaching \( \tau_{\text{event}} \). In such cases, photon packets are moved from cell to cell, each time subtracting to \( \tau_{\text{event}} \) the contribution \( \tau_{\text{cell}} \) across the previous cell.

The computation of \( \tau \) along a ray is discussed in Sect. 3.1. Different interactions implemented in RASCAS are then described in Sect. 3.2. After this overview, we give details of the numerical implementations in RASCAS and test them in Sect. 3.3.

#### 3.1. Optical depths and determining the next interaction

The total optical depth \( \tau_{\text{tot}} \) through a mixture of gas and dust can be written as

\[
\tau_{\text{tot}}(\nu) = \sum_X \sum_{\ell u} \tau_X_{\text{lu}}(\nu) + \tau_{\text{dust}}(\nu), \tag{6}
\]

where \( \nu \) is the photon frequency in the frame of the gas (and dust) mixture. The first term on the right-hand side is a sum over all transitions, from a lower level \( \ell \) to an upper level \( u \), from all atomic or ionic species \( X \) (hereafter scatterers) present in the gas. The computation of these resonant line optical depths is developed in Sect. 3.1.1. The second term is the contribution of dust, discussed in Sect. 3.1.2. We note that RASCAS does not require any line to be present in the above sum, and it can also be used to propagate continuum through a dusty medium. We also note that other continuum contributions can be added to this sum, depending on frequency and/or scatterer. For instance, the absorption in the Lyman continuum can be taken into account by adding a term to this sum (e.g., Inoue & Iwata 2008).

#### 3.1.1. Resonant line optical depth

Along a path of length \( \ell \) through gas at temperature \( T \), the optical depth due to the transition from a lower level \( \ell \) to an upper level \( u \) of scatterer \( X \) may be written as a function of frequency \( \nu \) in the gas frame as

\[
\tau_X_{\text{lu}}(\nu) = \int_0^\ell n_X \sigma_X_{\text{lu}}(\nu, T) \, d\ell. \tag{7}
\]
In this expression, $n_{X1}$ is the number density of scatterer $X$ in electronic state 1, for example. Because the spontaneous de-excitation time of $H_1$ is very short, most $H_1$ in astrophysical media is in the ground state, and $n_{H1,1} = n_{H1}$ is typically a very good approximation. The second term in Eq. (7), $\sigma_{X,lu}(v, T)$, is the average cross section at frequency $v$ of a population of scatterers $X$ at temperature $T$. This cross section is the convolution of the natural Lorentzian line shape (in each scatterer’s frame) with the Maxwellian velocity distribution of scatterers, due to thermal and/or turbulent motions. The mean velocities of scatterers $X$ is $v_{th} = (2k_bT/m_X)^{1/2}$, where $k_b$ is Boltzmann’s constant and $m_X$ the mass of $X$. We define the Doppler width $\Delta v_D = (v_{th}/c)\sqrt{2}$, where $v_{th}$ is the frequency of the transition and $c$ the speed of light. The natural line width in units of the Doppler width is $a = A_{ld}/(4\pi\Delta v_D)$, where $A_{ld}$ is Einstein’s coefficient for spontaneous emission. We can then write the cross section with the usual Hjerting-Voigt function, valid to first order in $(v/c)$:

$$\sigma_{X,lu}(v, T) = \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}e^2f_{lu}}{m_Xc\Delta v_D}H(a, x).$$  

(8)

Here $e$ and $m_X$ are the electron’s charge and mass, respectively; $f_{lu}$ is the oscillator strength of the transition; the dimensionless photon frequency $x = (v - v_{th})/\Delta v_D$; and

$$H(a, x) = \frac{a}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-y^2} (y - a^2 + x) dy.$$  

(9)

This formalism can be used to compute the optical depth due to any line. Only the values for $v_{th}$, $A_{ld}$, and $f_{lu}$ need to be changed for each transition. In Table A.1 we provide atomic data implemented in RASCAS for a selected sample of lines.

### 3.1.2. Dust optical depth

Along a path of length $l$ through a dusty medium, we can write the total dust optical depth (due to both absorption and scattering) as

$$\tau_{dust}(v) = \int_0^{l} \rho_{dust} \sigma_{dust}(v) \, dl,$$  

(10)

where $\rho_{dust}$ and $\sigma_{dust}$ are the number density and cross section of dust grains. In RASCAS we follow by default the formulation of Laursen et al. (2009b); we define $\sigma_{dust}$ as a cross section per hydrogen atom, and $\rho_{dust}$ as a pseudo number density given by $\rho_{dust} \equiv (n_{H1} + f_{scatt}n_{H1})Z/Z$. Here, $f_{scatt} \sim 0.01$ is a free parameter describing how much dust is present in ionised gas, and $Z \sim 0.005$ (0.01) is the mean metallicity of the Small and Large Magellanic Cloud (SMC and LMC, respectively). As did Laursen et al. (2009b), we use the fits of Gnedin et al. (2008) to compute $\sigma_{dust}(v)$ for either the SMC or LMC models. Thanks to the modular style of RASCAS, it is straightforward to implement alternative formulations for dust opacity should it be required.

### 3.2. Interactions with matter

When an interaction occurs, it may be with a dust grain, with probability $P_{dust} = \tau_{dust}/\tau_{tot}$, or the photon packet may be absorbed in line $(X, lu)$, with probability $P_{X,lu} = \tau_{X,lu}/\tau_{tot}$. The current version of RASCAS implements three forms of interactions between photons and matter: (1) resonant scattering (e.g. of Lyman-α photons on H I atoms), (2) interactions with dust (either absorption or scattering), and (3) transitions with multiple decay channels (e.g. fluorescent lines of Fe II). We discuss how these are implemented in the following subsections.

#### 3.2.1. Resonant scattering

In the frame of the gas, where particle motions are isotropic, a scattering event will change the incoming frequency $v_{in}$ and direction of propagation $k_{in}$ of the photon packet into $v_{out}$ and $k_{out}$, depending on the scatterer’s velocity $v_X$ and mass $m_X$, so that to first order in $v/c$

$$v_{out} = v_{in} + \frac{1}{1 + (1 - \mu)\Delta v_D} (k_{in} \cdot v_X/c),$$  

(11)

where $\mu = k_{out} \cdot k_{in}$. In Eq. (11), the denominator describes the recoil effect (e.g. Tasitsiomi 2006), which is generally small (Adams 1971), while the numerator carries changes of frames assuming coherent scattering in the frame of the scatterer. Without loss of generality, we can choose a coordinate system in which $k_{in} = (1, 0, 0)$, $k_{out} = (\mu, \sqrt{1 - \mu^2}, 0)$, and $v_X/v_{th} = (u_\parallel, u_{\perp 1}, u_{\perp 2})$, where $u_\parallel$ is the normalised velocity component parallel to the incoming direction of propagation. In this coordinate system, the outgoing frequency $v_{out}$ is a function of $u_\parallel$ and $u_{\perp 1}$ alone. For each scattering we draw a value of $u_{\perp 1}$ from a Gaussian distribution biased by the prior that the scatterer interacts with a photon packet of frequency $v_m = (v_{in} - v_{ul})/\Delta v_D$:

$$f(u_{\perp 1}) = \frac{a}{\pi H(a, u_{\perp 1}) a^2 + (v_m - u_{\perp 1})^2}.$$  

(12)

We then draw a value of $u_{\perp 1}$ from the unbiased Gaussian velocity distribution of scatterers $f(u_{\perp 1}) = e^{-(u_{\perp 1})^2}/\sqrt{\pi}$.

The incoming and outgoing directions are related through a phase function, and RASCAS implements a number of these functions. For Lyman-α, for example, we generally use two limiting phase functions, depending on the frequency of the photons in the scatterer’s frame $v_{scatt,in} = v_m(1 - k_{in} \cdot v_X/c)$, which reproduce the behaviour of scatterings in the core of the line or in its wings. Following Hamilton (1940) and Dijkstra & Loeb (2008), we use the following phase functions:

$$P_{core}(\mu) = 11/24 + 3\mu^2/24$$  

(13)

when $|v_{scatt,in} - v_{X,lu}| < 0.2\Delta v_D$, and

$$P_{wing}(\mu) = 3(1 + \mu^2)/8$$  

(14)

(i.e. Rayleigh scattering) otherwise. The transition at $0.2\Delta v_D$ in the scatterer’s frame is discussed in Appendix A of Dijkstra & Loeb (2008) and separates resonant and wing scattering events. For transitions other than Lyman-α, we generally assume isotropic phase functions.

In environments with very high H I opacities, Lyman-α photons will scatter many times locally until their frequency shifts enough for them to make a larger spatial step (see e.g. Dijkstra 2014). In order to reduce the computing time used unnecessarily by these many scattering events, core-skipping algorithms can be implemented, with which we can bias the frequency redistribution in order to move the photon to the wing of the line directly (Ahn et al. 2002; Laursen et al. 2009b). We implemented in RASCAS the core-skipping algorithm described in Smith et al. (2015, Sect. 3.2.4). We note that this acceleration scheme is accurate for media without dust, but will lead to a small underestimation of extinction when dust is present (see discussion in Laursen et al. 2009b). We do not use this acceleration in this paper, except in Sect. 5.1.

---

2 Although related, this transition is not to be confused with the transition at $-3.3\Delta v_D$ in the frame of the gas which separates the Gaussian core and Lorentzian wing of the absorption profile.
3.2.2. Interactions with dust

When a photon packet interacts with a dust grain, it may either be absorbed or scattered with a probability set by the dust albedo $\alpha_{\text{dust}}(\nu)$. In RASCAS the dust albedo is a free parameter. By default we use $\alpha_{\text{dust}} = 0.32$ (i.e. $32\%$ of the photons are reflected) for Lyman-$\alpha$ (see Li & Draine 2001 for other frequencies).

When a photon packet scatters on a dust grain, we use the Henyey-Greenstein (Henyey & Greenstein 1941; Laursen et al. 2009b) phase function to compute its outgoing direction

$$P_{\text{HG}}(\mu) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1 - g^2}{(1 + g^2 - 2g\mu)^{3/2}} \right),$$

with $g$ the asymmetry parameter. As for the dust albedo, this parameter is a function of frequency, and a free parameter in RASCAS (with a default value $g = 0.73$ for Lyman-$\alpha$, taken from Li & Draine 2001).

3.2.3. Fluorescent lines

A number of transitions of great observational interest originate from ions that have more complex level structures than simple resonant transitions, in the sense that one absorption channel, say from level $l_1$ to level $u$, leads to more than one decay channel, down to levels $l_1, l_2, \ldots$ We refer to these transitions of type $ul\rightarrow l\mu$ as fluorescent, and a few examples are given in Table A.1. RASCAS deals with these lines easily by having one module per absorption channel. The absorption of photon packets is computed exactly as for resonant lines, but re-emission has a probability of being non-resonant according to the following ratio of Einstein coefficients:

$$P_{\text{ul}} = \frac{A_{\text{ul}}}{\sum_i A_{\text{ui}}},$$

In the case of fluorescent re-emission, RASCAS simply casts a photon with $\nu_{\text{ul}}$ in the frame of the scatterer, assuming an isotropic phase function. When the decay channel is resonant, we follow Sect. 3.2.1.

3.3. Numerical implementation

3.3.1. Phase functions

Following Barnes (2009), the phase functions given in Eqs. (13) and (14) are analytically integrable and invertible. The solution of this cubic polynomial is a function of the form

$$\mu = (A + B) - (A - B)^{1/3}$$

with

$$B_{\text{core}} = 6(2r - 1) \quad \text{and} \quad A_{\text{core}} = \frac{B_{\text{core}}^3 + 113}{27},$$

$$B_{\text{wing}} = 4(4r - 2) \quad \text{and} \quad A_{\text{wing}} = \frac{B_{\text{wing}}^3 + 1}{3},$$

and $r$ a univariate between 0 and 1. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function (given in Eq. (15)) is also analytically integrable and invertible, so we obtain $\mu$ values sampling this distribution by drawing univariate $r$ in $[0; 1]$ and computing

$$\mu = \frac{1}{2g} \left( \frac{1}{1 + g^2} - \frac{1 - g^2}{1 - g + 2gr} \right).$$

3.3.2. Voigt function

In Sect. 3.1.1 (Eq. (8)), we see that we needs to evaluate the Hjerting-Voigt function $H(a, x)$ in order to compute the line optical depth. There is no analytic solution for this integral, and an accurate numerical integration is computationally expensive. This operation is one of the most frequent in RASCAS, and thus it is essential to use efficient approximations. Unlike most codes, which only focus on the Lyman-$\alpha$ line (e.g. Tasitsiomi 2006; Smith et al. 2015), RASCAS deals with other lines, which have different values, at a given temperature, of the Voigt parameter $a$. The normalisation of $a$, at a given temperature, is proportional to $A_{\text{ul}}H_{\text{ul}}^{1/2}$. Figure 1 shows $a - T$ relations for different lines selected from Table A.1. For some transitions, the values of $a$ can easily be more than one order of magnitude higher than for Lyman-$\alpha$.

In RASCAS, we implement three different approximations taken from the literature. The simplest approximation we implement is that introduced by Tasitsiomi (2006) in their Eqs. (7) and (8). The second approximation we implement is the more elaborate method by Smith et al. (2015), given in their Appendix A1 (their Eq. (A1)). The third option is the implementation of the rational form given by Humlíček (1982), which they provide as a Fortran routine (called $W4$) in the appendix of their paper.

In Fig. 2 we compare the accuracy of these three approximations over a wide range of $a$ and $x$ values. We evaluate each method by comparing their predictions to an accurate reference given by the scipy function $\text{wofz}^3$, which computes the Faddeeva function for complex argument, whose real part is the $H$ function. It has been shown that this implementation has an accuracy to least 13 significant digits in both the real and imaginary parts (e.g. Oeftiger et al. 2016). As already shown by Schreier (2011, 2017), we find that the Humlíček $W4$ form is very accurate all over the $(a, x)$ domain, with a relative error lower than $10^{-4}$, as shown by the authors. The approximation given by Tasitsiomi (2006) and widely used for Lyman-$\alpha$ RT in astrophysics (e.g. Verhamme et al. 2006; Semelin et al. 2007; Abe et al. 2018) has an accuracy of around $1\%$ for the Lyman-$\alpha$ line at $T = 10^4\, \text{K}$. This accuracy degrades for higher values of $T$. As indicated by Schreier (2011, 2017), the third approximation (Smith et al. 2015) has a slightly better accuracy than the second approximation (Tasitsiomi 2006) for medium $a$ values, which are more frequent in astrophysical applications.

\[^3\] Steven G. Johnson, Faddeeva W function implementation. http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva

Fig. 1. Voigt parameter $(a = A_{\text{ul}}/(\pi\Delta\nu T))$ as a function of gas temperature for various species and/or transitions. Some species may not exist in the full temperature range.
of $a$. In comparison, the approximation proposed by Smith et al. (2015) has an accuracy lower than $10^{-4}$ for $a < 10^{-2.3}$, i.e. for Lyman-$\alpha$ at $T > 500$ K. However this approximation gives less accurate results at $a \geq 10^{-2}$.

In Fig. 3, we also compare the performance of the three approximations. We time each function by calling it one million times for each point in a grid of values in the $\log(a)-x$ plane, and by measuring the mean CPU time per draw. The top panel shows the timing of the approximation of Tasitsiomi (2006). The fast region below $x \sim 0.92$ is where the approximation relies only on an exponential. At higher $x$ values the approximation also requires the evaluation of an extra term, and is thus a bit slower. It is not clear why the method becomes slower at very high values of $x$, and this may be tied to uncontrolled compiler behaviours. In the middle panel, the three regions of the approximation of Smith et al. (2015) are clearly visible, even though the CPU time is homogeneous across the full range of values explored here. In the bottom panel, we see clearly the four regions of the method of Humlíček (1982) implemented in the W4 function. The slowest region, at low $x$ and log $a$, is due to a combination of an exponential function in the complex plane and a fraction of two polynomial expressions. At $x > 5$ their method is extremely fast, and is faster than the other methods we tested.

Another way to benchmark the three approximations in order to avoid cache effects and some compiler optimisations is to draw a random distribution of $x$ values, and to compute $H(x,a)$ for a fixed value of $a$. Here we take $a = 4.72 \times 10^{-3}$, which corresponds to $T = 10^8$ K for the Lyman-$\alpha$ line and we draw $10^8$ values of $x$ randomly distributed in the range $0 < x < 35$. We find that this takes $3.924$ s with the Tasitsiomi (2006) approximation, $2.188$ s with the Smith et al. (2015) approximation, and $2.612$ s with the Humlíček (1982) approximation.

In conclusion, the three approximations have different behaviours both in terms of accuracy and in terms of computational cost. Choosing one method over another depends on the compromise between performance and accuracy that a problem set requires. The Humlíček (1982) approximation is clearly better than the others in terms of accuracy since it has a $10^{-4}$ accuracy over a huge range of $x$ and $a$. However, in terms of performance, it depends strongly on the domain of $x$ and $a$, and may be a few times slower than the others at most. On the other hand, the approximation proposed by Smith et al. (2015) appears much more homogenous and seems a bit faster for a long series of computations sampling $x$ values uniformly. In a typical experiment, however, most draws will happen near $x \sim 0$, and the method of Tasitsiomi (2006) may turn out to be faster, though less accurate. We would generally recommend using the method of Humlíček (1982) for metal lines, which may lead to high values of $a$. This guarantees a good level of precision and the slight overhead is certainly affordable as metal-line photons do not generally undergo many scatterings. In the case of Lyman-$\alpha$ line transfer, where MCRT is expensive due to the huge number of scatterings that happen preferentially at low $x$, the Smith et al. (2015) approximation appears to be a good compromise.

3.3.3. Generating $u_i$

We implement the rejection method of Zheng & Miralda-Escudé (2002) to sample the distribution of $u_i$ given in Eq. (12). We use the piecewise comparison function:

$$g(u_i) = \begin{cases} g_1 = 1/\left[\alpha^2 + (x - u_i)^2\right] & u_i \leq u_0 \\ g_2 = e^{-\alpha^2/2} & u_i > u_0 \end{cases}$$

(21)

where $u_0$ is a separation parameter and the corresponding acceptance fraction is $\exp(-\alpha^2)$ for $g_1$ and $\exp(u_0^2 - \alpha^2)$ for $g_2$. The efficiency of this method (i.e. the number of rejections) depends heavily on the value of $u_0$. Semelin et al. (2007) use an empirical fit (their Eq. (17)) at $x > 3$ and set $u_0 = 0$ at $x \leq 3$. Smith et al. (2015) propose an elegant method used to derive
analytic estimates of $u_0$ for core or wing scatterings (their Eqs. (31) and (32)), and effectively set $u_0 = 0$ at $x \leq 1$. Here, we use a 2D polynomial function $u_0(x,a)$, which we obtained by empirically finding the $u_0$ values producing the fastest execution time for a grid of values $(x,a)$. This fitting function is the following:

$$u_0 = 2.648963 + 2.014446\zeta + 0.351479\zeta^2 + x(-4.058673 + 3.675859\zeta - 0.640003\zeta^2 + x(3.017395 + 2.117133\zeta + 0.370294\zeta^2 + x(-0.869789 - 0.565886\zeta - 0.096312\zeta^2 + x(0.110987 + 0.070103\zeta + 0.011557\zeta^2 + x(-0.005200 - 0.003240\zeta + 0.000519\zeta^2))))))), \tag{22}$$

where $\zeta = \log_{10}(a)$. At high values of $x$ ($x \geq 8$ by default), we follow Smith et al. (2015) and directly sample a Gaussian distribution centred at $1/x$.

In Fig. 4 we compare the performance of our implementation with those of Semelin et al. (2007) and Smith et al. (2015).\footnote{To be fair, we compare our implementation of Smith et al. (2015), not theirs.} For $x < 1$, all methods are equally good, and the results there do not depend much on the value of $u_0$. At $1 < x < 3$, the method of Smith et al. (2015) improves over that of Semelin et al. (2007) by about an order of magnitude, but the time per draw still drifts up by more than one order of magnitude towards $x = 3$. At $x > 3$, the method of Semelin et al. (2007) is one or two orders of magnitude faster than that of Smith et al. (2015) depending on the value of $a$ (low values of $a$ are slower). At $x > 8$, the methods change as we draw $u_0$ from a Gaussian distribution directly. The polynomial function that we implement to decide the value of $u_0$ as a function of $(x,a)$ produces results that are always better than or equal to the results of both the Semelin et al. (2007) and Smith et al. (2015) methods.

### 3.4. Test cases

In this section, we present a series of tests that were carried out to validate the MC implementation of the radiative transfer in RASCAS. These tests consist of numerical experiments of single-scattering events and of the full propagation of photons in idealised geometries, for which known analytic solutions exist.

#### 3.4.1. Single-scattering experiments

In Fig. 5 (top panel) we show the frequency redistribution ($\Phi_{\text{out}}$) of Lyman-$\alpha$ photons emitted at various input frequencies ($\Phi_{\text{in}}$) after one scattering on hydrogen atoms. Here we assumed a temperature of 100 K and isotropic angular redistribution ($W(\theta) = \text{const.}$), and we neglected the recoil effect. Our results and the exact redistribution functions derived by Hummer (1962) are nearly indistinguishable. To assess the reliability of the agreement between RASCAS and the Hummer (1962) solution, we plot the relative error between the two ($\sigma_r$) in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. We find that the redistribution functions as computed by RASCAS agree almost perfectly with the exact solution, and the tiny differences between the two are due to statistical noise. The overall agreement of RASCAS with the Hummer (1962) solutions confirms the validity of our implementation of the atomic physics for the different transitions available, and of the $u_0$ rejection method used to determine the scatterer’s velocity along the propagation of the photons (see Sect. 3.3.3). We show a few additional tests in Appendix B which further validate the implementation of atomic physics in RASCAS.

#### 3.4.2. Idealised configurations

In this section we first compare simulations of Lyman-$\alpha$ RT in idealised static plane-parallel slabs of H I with the analytic solutions of Neufeld (1990) (which are based on the work by Harrington 1973). To derive their solutions, these authors assume that photons scatter mostly in the wings with an absorption Voigt profile approximated as a Lorentzian profile ($\Phi(x) \approx a/\pi x^2$). Their formula are therefore expected to be exact only at very large H I optical depth and low temperature (i.e. in the extremely optically thick regime ($\tau_{\text{HI}} \gtrsim 10^5$)).

In Fig. 6 (left panel) we show the mean number of scatterings of Lyman-$\alpha$ photons ($\langle n_{\text{scatt}} \rangle = 0$) as a function of $\tau_{\text{HI}}$ for three different slab temperatures ($T = 10, 100, 10^4$ K), or equivalently $a \approx 0.0149, 0.0047, 0.00047$). As expected, we see that our simulations (black points) only reach an excellent agreement with the analytic formula derived by Harrington (1973) (red dashed curve) at low $T$ and high H I opacities. As shown by Neufeld (1990), the emergent spectrum for the static slab configuration is a double-peak profile centred on $\Phi_{\text{out}} = 0$. The middle panel of Fig. 6 shows the spectra computed with RASCAS for various H I opacities (coloured solid curves) assuming $\Phi_{\text{in}} = 0$ and $T = 100$ K. Again, our numerical predictions are closer to the Neufeld (1990) solutions when the medium is optically thicker ($\tau_{\text{HI}} \gtrsim 10^5$).

Finally, using the same framework, Neufeld (1990) investigated the radiative transfer of Lyman-$\alpha$ photons in an absorbing medium and derived an approximated formula for the escape fraction $f_{\text{esc}}$ of photons through a dusty slab. Because of resonant scattering, the dust attenuation of the Lyman-$\alpha$ line is enhanced and not only depends on the dust opacity $\tau_{\text{dust}}$, but also on the H I optical depth $\tau_{\text{HI}}$ and the gas temperature (via the parameter $a$).

\footnote{In the following, unless specified otherwise, $\tau_{\text{HI}}$ stands for $\tau_{\text{HI, Ly}\alpha}$.}
especially in the very optically thick regime (Loeb & Rybicki 1999; Dijkstra et al. 2006; Laursen et al. 2009b). In Fig. 7 (top panel), we show the spectra emerging from a uniform static sphere, and compare with the different approximations of the Voigt profile. In these experiments the temperature of the gas is set to $T = 10^4$ K (i.e. $a \approx 0.015$) so as to maximise the errors (i.e. in the domain of values of $a$ where the three approximations have different levels of accuracy; see Fig. 2), the opacity of the sphere is $\tau_{\text{H}} = 10^7$, and the number of photon packets is $10^7$. In Fig. 8, we show the relative difference between the emerging spectra computed using the approximation from Tasitsiomi (2006) and that computed using the approximation from Humlíček (1982). This tells us that the two approximations give the same solution at the 1σ level. We also did the same comparison for the approximations given by Smith et al. (2015) and Humlíček (2018) and find the same results. This suggests that despite the errors made on one computation of the Voigt function for one value of $a$ and $T$ (see Sect. 3.3.2), errors do not accumulate noticeably in experiments with a large number of scatterings.

4. Distributed radiative transfer on adaptive meshes

In a typical RASCAS run, radiation is propagated in structured media defined on adaptive meshes, and within a finite volume. From that viewpoint, Sect. 3 describes what happens within a single simulation cell, and the present section explains how we apply MCRT to a full AMR simulation. One of the main requirements of RASCAS is to limit the memory footprint of the code so that it can be used to process very large simulation outputs on supercomputers with limited RAM per core. This is achieved with (1) domain decomposition (Sect. 4.1), (2) a flexible interface to extract physical quantities from a simulation output (Sect. 4.2), (3) efficient indexing (Sect. 4.3), and (4) a distributed master-worker scheme with optimal adaptive load-balancing (Sect. 4.4).

The three first points above are dealt with in a pre-processing step using the stand-alone code CreateDomDump. This code relies on three RASCAS classes\textsuperscript{6} to manage domain decomposition, adaptive mesh indexing, and extraction of physical data from simulation outputs:

- The domain class defines the geometric properties of a domain. This class contains public methods which, for example, check whether a point is within a domain or compute the distance of a point to the border of the domain (either the smallest distance or the distance in a given direction). RASCAS implements

- The adaptive mesh class contains the geometry of the mesh and the associated physical data.

- The physical data class contains the physical data associated with the mesh.

\textsuperscript{6} Although RASCAS is not strictly object oriented, it is very much so in spirit, and we use the object-oriented nomenclature when it improves clarity.
Fig. 6. RASCAS simulations of the transfer of Lyman-α photons ($x_0 = 0$) emitted at the origin of a uniform plane-parallel slab. Left: mean number of scatterings until escaping the slab as a function of the vertical H I opacity $\tau_{HI}$. RASCAS runs are shown by black symbols for different assumed gas temperatures ($T = 10^2, 10^4$ K). The red dashed line corresponds to the analytic approximation found by Harrington (1973), $N_{\text{scatt}} = 1.612 \tau_{HI}$. Middle: variation of the emergent spectrum as a function of $\tau_{HI}$. The solid coloured lines are the results from RASCAS, while the black dashed curves are the analytic predictions of Neufeld (1990). We assume $T = 100$ K, no recoil effect, and an isotropic angular redistribution. Right: evolution of the Lyman-α escape fraction $f_{\text{esc}}$ as a function of dust optical depth ($\tau_{dust}$) in the case of a slab with $\tau_{HI} = 10^6$ and $T = 10^9$ K. The results from RASCAS (filled circles) reproduce very well the analytic prediction of Neufeld (1990) (red dashed line).

Fig. 7. RASCAS simulations of the transfer of Lyman-α photons ($x_0 = 0$) emitted at the centre of a uniform sphere at $T = 10^2$ K. Top: variation of the emergent spectrum as a function of $\tau_{HI}$ for a static sphere. The solid coloured lines are the results from RASCAS, while the black dashed curves are the analytic solutions of Dijkstra et al. (2006). Bottom: non-static sphere with a H I column density of $2 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ in which the gas velocity increases linearly with radius from 0 at the centre to $V_{\text{max}}$ at the edge of the outflow. The spectra predicted by RASCAS (curves) are compared to Laursen et al. (2009b), who did the same experiments with their code (crosses).

Fig. 8. RASCAS simulations of the transfer of Lyman-α photons ($x_0 = 0$) emitted at the origin of a uniform plane-parallel slab with $\tau_{HI} = 10^4$ and $T = 10^9$ K. Top: relative difference between the emerging spectra computed with the approximation from Tasitsiomi (2006) and that computed with the approximation from Humlíček (1982). Bottom: as in the top panel, but in units of the Poisson error (i.e. the variance due to the limited number of photons per bin in frequency; $\sigma$). The horizontal dashed lines show $\pm 1\sigma$.

The mesh class handles cells and their indices. The mesh class is derived from the domain class (i.e. a mesh object is always defined within a domain). A mesh object is built from the collection of (leaf-)cells within its domain. It contains private

---

3 The slab is literally a slice of the simulation box defined only by a thickness in one dimension, and infinite in the two other dimensions thanks to periodic boundary conditions.
4.1. Domain decomposition

The first domain to define is the computational domain. This is a unique domain which delimits the volume in which the MCRT is done. Photon packets are emitted within this domain and their propagation stops when they reach its border (unless they were absorbed before). This domain has no data directly associated with it.

We then need to cover this computational domain with a series of data domains. Each of these domains defines a mesh object which contains the physical information of all leaf cells within it. The propagation of photon packets through the computational domain is done iteratively through the data domains. When a photon leaves a data domain, it enters the next one, and so on until it leaves the computational domain or is absorbed.

A simple example of domain decomposition is shown in Fig. 9, where two data domains (blue and pink shells) are used to cover the computational domain (sphere outlined with the black circle). The data domains should overlap significantly to minimise photon packets bouncing back and forth between data domains. They should extend slightly beyond the computational domain in order to make sure that all cells intercepted by the computational domain are included in at least one data domain. Using small data domains has two advantages. The first is that the propagation through the mesh should be computationally efficient because it is compact in memory. The second is that each mesh has a controlled and limited size in memory, allowing us to post-process any simulation whatever the RAM of the machine.

We provide a stand-alone code CreateDomDump, which can be used to perform domain decomposition for some pre-defined typical geometries. For instance, CreateDomDump can produce data domains as a series of concentric shells centred on one halo (Fig. 9), or as a series of cubes paving a large simulation box. Importantly, the data domains need not correspond to the domains that the simulation code (e.g. RAMSES) has used: CreateDomDump will collect the leaf cells belonging to each data domain by searching in all the simulation domains if necessary. There are virtually no constraints here except those cited above: the data domains should cover completely the computational domain, and large overlaps are best when there are multiple scatterings.

Finally, as we discuss in Sect. 4.4, the dynamical load-balancing scheme of RASCAS makes the computational cost of an experiment independent of the domain decomposition. In particular, there is no need to try and define domains that should represent an equal numerical load: RASCAS dynamically adjusts the number of CPUs assigned to each domain so that all processors are active at all times. The main consideration for domain decomposition with RASCAS is thus mainly the memory footprint: no domain should exceed the available RAM.

4.2. Interfaces with simulations

Once data domains are defined, CreateDomDump collects leaf cells within each one and defines their physical properties. This is done by the class gascomposition. This class needs to be written explicitly by the user following a generic template. It involves three things. First, it needs to define attributes that are necessary for RT through a given gas (and possibly dust) mixture. For example, computing the propagation of Lyman-α photons through hydrogen and dust requires the knowledge of the density of neutral H, nH; the velocity of the gas, v; the thermal velocity dispersion of hydrogen atoms, vth; and the density of dust grains, n_dust. Second, the class needs to implement a constructor that calls external subroutines to define the values of these attributes for all cells in the domain. In the current version of RASCAS these external subroutines are built for RAMSES (Teyssier 2002) and RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al. 2013), and packaged in a single ramses module. Such a module may easily be constructed for other simulation codes, and would simply need, in the above example, to contain subroutines that will compute nH, v, vth, and n_dust. Third, the gascomposition...
class implements public methods that return useful quantities such as the optical depth along a given distance, or that perform scattering and/or absorption events. These methods are easily written, as they also rely on external classes that package ion-transition and dust properties. The current implementation of RASCAS provides classes for transitions listed in Table A.1. They represent a variety of cases (dust, resonant lines, fluorescent lines) that provide a complete set of examples for future additions, and that can readily be used in custom gas_composition implementations.

The second step above is very similar to the ion_balance step of TRIDENT (see Hummels et al. 2017, Sect. 2.2). Here, we make the slightly different choice to rely on functions that are very closely connected to the simulation code (RAMSES in our current implementation) instead of generic functions that, although correct, may not be fully consistent with the assumptions made in the simulation. This choice is also motivated by the fact that we are mostly interested in processing RAMSES-RT simulations, which provide the non-equilibrium H I density in all cells directly, accounting for a non-uniform ionising radiation field. This being said, the modular nature of RASCAS makes it very easy to plug ion_balance or an equivalent into the gas_composition class instead of our default ramses module.

### 4.3. Mesh (re-)construction

The final pre-processing step consists in building indices for the leaf cells that fill each domain, so that photon packets can be transported efficiently across the grid. RASCAS uses a graded octree structure very similar to that of RAMSES, and which requires that two neighbour leaf cells never have more than one level of difference. RAMSES meshes satisfy this condition by construction, so any sample of leaf cells from a RAMSES simulation output will be useable directly by RASCAS. The simplest way to use RASCAS to process outputs from other simulation codes (e.g. SPH, block-structured AMR, or moving-mesh) would be to convert these outputs to a graded octree structure. For grid-based codes, an alternative would be for the user to provide two routines which (1) efficiently return the index of cell in which a photon packet is located, and (2) efficiently return the neighbour cell into which a photon packet is moving. The modularity of RASCAS makes the replacement of these core routines relatively straightforward.

We store the physical properties of the collection of leaf cells in a given domain in flat arrays defined by the gas_composition class. These arrays are relatively small as they are reduced to the minimum number of physical properties necessary for the RT computation, and to the number of leaf cells which may be made arbitrarily small with an adapted domain decomposition strategy. We also define an AMR tree structure, which allows us to efficiently locate a leaf cell containing a photon packet or the neighbour leaf cell into which a photon packet is moving. This AMR structure is borrowed from RAMSES, and is illustrated in Fig. 10. It consists of three arrays. The father array gives for each oct at level l the index of the cell at level l − 1 which contains that oct and its eight level l cells. The neighbour array gives for each oct at level l the index of the six cells at level l − 1 which are neighbours of the father cell. These two arrays are relatively small as their size is given by the number of octs in the domain. The third array, son, is larger and contains one integer per cell. When the value of son is positive, it is the index of the oct contained in the cell (the inverse of the father link). This is the case when the cell is refined (i.e. when it is not a leaf cell). Such cells are stored solely for search purposes and have no associated physical information. When the value of son is negative, which is the case for leaf cells, then the absolute value of son gives the index of that leaf cell in the arrays which contain the physical properties of all leaf cells. The correspondence between the physical-property arrays and the AMR-tree-structure arrays is thus established with no further variables. The links between the cells of an oct and that oct are defined implicitly through the same indexing convention as in RAMSES and also need no further pointers.

It should be noted that we build the mesh and indices with depth-first ordering. This is generally efficient for neighbour searches using the AMR tree, which is important for RT applications. The mesh class features one such routine, which we use abundantly to locate the cells into which photons are entering after they leave their current cell. This neighbour search works as follows. First, we check whether the escaping photon remains within the father cell (at level l − 1) of its current cell (at level l). This represents 50% of cases. If so, we walk the AMR tree from there to find the leaf cell into which it is moving (at most two levels). Second, if the photon does not remain in that father cell, there are three neighbour cells (at level l − 1) into which it may go, which are on the three faces of the current cell that point outside its father cell. There is again a 50% chance that the photon will enter any of these three cells. We check these cells one by one, and in the case of success, walk the AMR tree from there. Third, it may happen that the two previous searches are unsuccessful because, although very rarely, photons escape diagonally (across vertices or corners of cells). In such a case, testing the many neighbours to determine where photon is might be relatively expensive. Instead, we search for the target leaf cell by walking the AMR tree from the root (level l = 0).

### 4.4. Parallelisation scheme

RASCAS also includes a parallelisation scheme using a master-worker scheme. We make use of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library to communicate between the master and the workers. This is done by defining an MPI-type photon packet. One MPI thread is the master task and all other MPI threads are worker tasks. The master coordinates work with two key ingredients: a photon-packet queue for each data domain, and an adaptive mapping of workers to data domains (see Sect. 4.1).
In practice, our algorithm works as follows. At initialisation, the master first builds data-domain queues with all photon packets depending on their positions: a photon packet is assigned to the data domain that contains it, and if more than one contain it, to the one within which the photon is furthest away from any border. In other words, photon packets are assigned to data domains in which they will travel the most before moving out, thus minimising data domain changes. Second, the master balances the computational load through domain–worker mapping: the number of workers attributed to each data domain is proportional to the number of photon packets in each data-domain queue. When this is done, the master sends a first series of bundles of photon packets, one to each worker, and waits for any worker to send back its processed bundle. Since the computational time to process a bundle of photon packets is not constant, the communications between the master and the workers are asynchronous.

When the master receives a bundle of photon packets back from a worker, it first determines what to do with each photon packet in the bundle. There are three possibilities. First the photon packet may have escaped the computational domain. In that case the RT is done and the master updates the final properties of this photon packet in order to save it to disc at a later time. Second, the photon packet may have left the data domain of the worker, while remaining within the computational domain. In this case, the master finds the new data domain to which the photon packet belongs, and appends it to the corresponding queue. Third, in the case of RT with a dust component, a photon packet may have been absorbed by a dust grain. In this case, as in the first case, the RT is done, and the master only updates the final properties of this photon packet before saving it to disc. The photon packet type carries a status flag which indicates why the computation ended for each photon packet.

After having processed a bundle of photon packets, the master checks that the CPU mapping is still adequate, meaning that the worker that sent back the current bundle is assigned to a data domain that has more than \( N_{\text{bundle}} \) photon packets in its queue, where \( N_{\text{bundle}} \) is the number of photon packets in a bundle. If this is the case, the worker keeps its current data domain. On the contrary, if the worker’s data domain has an empty queue, the worker is assigned to a new data domain. In this case, we choose the data domain \( i \) with the highest ratio \( \hat{\theta}(i) = (N_{\text{packet}}(i)/N_{\text{bundle}}(i))/N_{\text{worker}}(i) \), where \( N_{\text{packet}}(i) \) is the number of photon packets in the queue of data domain \( i \), and \( N_{\text{worker}}(i) \) is the number of workers associated to the data domain \( i \). Finally, the master prepares a new bundle of photon packets from the queue of data domain \( i \) and sends it to the worker. The sending phase is always done in two steps. First, the master sends a data domain ID to the worker. The worker receiving the data domain ID checks whether it is the data domain already loaded in memory, and if not, loads it. Second, the master sends the bundle of photon packets, which the worker receives and processes.

This parallelisation scheme has the great advantage of implementing an optimal adaptive load-balancing. Although the queues of different data domains are not balanced at all times, the workers are always at work and the number of data domain changes is minimal. This latter feature is important as it limits a small overhead due to I/O. Also, by construction, the computational load of the master is low, and it spends most of its time waiting for communications from the workers. We use blocking communications (the MPI_Send and MPI_Recv functions), but since the communications are asynchronous and since there is no synchronisation during the run, the time spent by each worker waiting to send or receive data is extremely limited, and so workers spend most of their time in computing.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that thanks to this parallelisation scheme, we implement domain decomposition at no CPU cost, which allows us to minimise the memory footprint of the code. Each worker has only the mesh and gas composition data for its data domain, whereas the master has only minimal information (shape and extent) for all domains and photon-packet lists. In practice, data domains may be very small (easily less than 100 MB) making RASCAS usable on any architecture to process arbitrarily large simulations.

4.5. Basic test and error budget

Here, we perform some basic tests to demonstrate the precision and efficiency of RASCAS when running RT simulations on full mesh. The test experiment is the propagation of photon packets through a homogeneous and static sphere. In order to assess the precision of the code, we impose that scattering events do not change the propagation direction of photons, so that the distance travelled by all photon packets should be exactly the radius of the sphere, at the precision of the code.

In a first series of experiments, our goal was to measure the numerical error due to our treatment of scattering events only. For this, we used a particular set-up in which the sphere is fully included within one simulation cell. We set the density of the medium so that the optical depth from centre to border, \( \tau_{\text{HI}} \), takes values \( 10^{-6} \), \( 10^{-3} \), and \( 10^{2} \). We cast \( N_p = 10^{6} \) photons (only \( 10^{2} \) for the experiment with \( \tau_{\text{HI}} = 10^{6} \)) from the centre of the sphere in random directions, and integrated their travel distances. We then compared these distances to the theoretical distance. For the run with \( \tau_{\text{HI}} = 10^{-10} \), there is no scattering event, and the integrated distance is exactly equal to the theoretical distance. In other words, the relative error is zero for all photons. For \( \tau_{\text{HI}} = 10^{-6} \), almost all photon packets have scattered a few times, and there is a tiny difference between the integrated distance and the theoretical one. These errors are of the order of \( 10^{-13} \), the median is zero and 98% of the photon packets have an error between \(-9 \times 10^{-16} \) and \( 9 \times 10^{-16} \). This error is comparable to the numerical precision \(-2 \times 10^{-16} \) of floating point in double precision in Fortran\(^9\). For \( \tau_{\text{HI}} = 10^{-3} \), all photon packets have scattered many times (almost one million scattering events), and we observe that the median value of the relative errors remains equal to zero, but the dispersion increases. For 98% of the photon packets, the relative error is between \(-2.5 \times 10^{-13} \) and \( 2.5 \times 10^{-13} \). This error, which increases with the number of scattering events and with \( \tau_{\text{HI}} \), as expected, is simply due to the inaccuracy in computing a distance as the sum of ever smaller segments. We find that the amplitude of this error remains very low, even in relatively extreme cases, which validates our implementation.

In a second series of experiments, our goal was to measure the numerical error associated with the propagation of photon packets through a grid. Here, we repeated the same experiments as above, but this time with the sphere filling up a regular mesh of \( 256^3 \) elements. This time, for each of the three values of \( \tau_{\text{HI}} \), we find that the median value of the relative errors is the same for the three experiments, and is equal to \(-6.7 \times 10^{-14} \). The dispersion of these relative errors also remains approximately the same: a relative error between \(-3 \times 10^{-14} \) and \(-2 \times 10^{-13} \) for 98% of the photon packets. This error is mostly due to repeated changes of coordinates at each cell crossing, where the position of a photon is converted from a position in the frame of the current cell, in cell-size units, to a position in the global simulation frame.

\[9\] This value is given by the intrinsic function \( \text{epsilon} \), which returns the smallest number \( \epsilon \) such that \( 1 + \epsilon > 1 \).
in simulation-size units, and back to a cell position. Empirically we find that this error is roughly proportional to three times the numerical precision (in double precision) times the number of cells crossed. Again, this shows that the amplitude of the errors is very low, and is well below other uncertainties inherent to the numerical implementation of radiative transfer physics (see Sect. 3.3).

We note that we find the same emergent spectrum for the case of the static uniform H I sphere embedded within one cell and the case of the sphere distributed on a 256$^3$ mesh (see Fig. 7). This demonstrates that the relative errors discussed above are indeed very small with respect to the target result.

Finally, we compare the computational time for all the tests discussed above. We find that when there is no scattering (i.e. for very small $\tau_i$ with respect to the target result, the relative errors discussed above are indeed very small with respect to the target result.

4.6. Scaling of the code

In this section, we discuss the scaling of the code with the number of CPUs. We used RASCAS in a realistic set-up by running the following experiment. We propagated $10^6$ monochromatic Lyman-$\alpha$ photon packets emitted in star-forming regions through the ISM and CGM of an idealised disc galaxy simulation. The gas is composed of H I, D, and dust. Photon packets were propagated until either they escape the virial radius of the dark matter halo or they are absorbed by dust.

We repeated the same experiment for various numbers of CPUs ranging from 32 to 1024. The results are shown in Fig. 11 where the almost perfect scaling of RASCAS can be seen. This series of runs was done with one single data domain. In principle, this is the most favourable configuration, as it limits both the amount of communication and the number of times CPUs have to load or unload domains from the disc. However, as discussed in Sect. 4.4, in most cases we expect the efficiency of RASCAS to be independent of the domain decomposition. In order to verify this, we also performed the same test with the computational domain decomposed into 10 (blue symbols) and 1000 (green symbols) data domains. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the total elapsed times for 1 and 10 data domains are very close, confirming our expectations. However, for 1000 data domains the code starts to not scale perfectly for large numbers of CPUs. This is probably due to the very small size of the data domains, which results in photon packets moving from one domain to another after relatively light calculations. This raises the overhead due to communications to a noticeable level which decreases the overall performance.

To confirm this, we performed a profiling analysis of the three runs with $N_{\text{CPU}} = 512$. With one data domain, we find that the $N_{\text{CPU}} - 1$ workers spend most of their time computing (>98%), whereas the master spends less than 3% computing (i.e. it spends 97% of its time waiting for messages from the workers). It is thus highly available, and the code scales perfectly.

With ten data domains, the number of communications increases by a factor of three compared to the previous case. Then, the $N_{\text{CPU}} - 1$ workers still spend most of their time computing (>95%), but start to spend ~5% of their time receiving messages from the master. Since we use blocking communications, and since the sending back of messages to the master of the same amount of data does not cost any time, the workers basically wait for messages from the master because the master has more work to do in managing queues, load-balancing, and sending and receiving messages from the workers. It thus spends ~9% in computing, decreasing its availability slightly.

With 1000 data domains, the number of communications increases by a factor of nine compared to the case with 10 data domains. The master now spends most of its time computing (~60%), and the workers wait a lot. Their computing times span a broad range from 46% to 92% of their time, with half of them spending less than 75% in computing time. In such extreme cases, the number (and the frequency) of communications is so high that the availability of the master drops completely, resulting in a situation where workers spend from 8% to 54% of their time waiting for messages instead of working.

Fortunately, there is the free parameter $N_{\text{bundle}}$, that controls the number of communications. All the computations presented so far have been run with $N_{\text{bundle}} = 10$. A profiling analysis of the run with $N_{\text{CPU}} = 512$ and 1000 data domains, but this time using $N_{\text{bundle}} = 100$ shows that by increasing the size of the bundle of photon packets sent to each worker, the number of communications drops significantly (by a factor ~4). Thus, the master has less work and spends 22% of this time computing, increasing significantly its availability. As a consequence, workers wait less and compute more (between 85% and 99%). To confirm that we can recover very good scaling by adjusting the size of the bundle of photons, we performed a series of runs with the computational domain decomposed into 1000 data domains and using $N_{\text{bundle}} = 100$ (shown with orange crosses in Fig. 11). The total elapsed time is then comparable to the case with one or ten data domains.

In conclusion, we showed that even in the extreme case of 1000 data domains and for large number of CPUs, the overhead by increasing the number of communications can be drastically reduced by increasing $N_{\text{bundle}}$. This reduces the number of master–worker communications and then increases the availability of the master. This is one necessary condition that explains
why the code scales so nicely with the number of CPUs. Thus, RASCAS can be used with no overhead for an arbitrarily large number of data domains, and it can thus be used to process arbitrarily large simulations even with very limited RAM per core.

5. Example applications

In this section we illustrate how RASCAS can be used to construct mock observations which can be directly compared to true observations. It is also worth noting that RASCAS has already been used to compute the radiative pressure due to multiple scattering of Lyman-α photons on hydrogen atoms, and to develop a sub-grid model for early Lyman-α feedback in Kimm et al. (2018). Because of its modularity, RASCAS can also easily be adapted for a number of different applications. For example, its ray-tracing engine has been used to estimate escape fraction of ionising photons from simulated high-redshift galaxies in Trebitsch et al. (2018), Costa et al. (2018), and Rosdahl et al. (2018). Other “by-products” have also been developed to extract and manipulate sub-volumes in large AMR simulations, and to compute column densities along any arbitrary lines of sight.

5.1. Lyman-α image of a high-redshift galaxy

The main driver for the development of RASCAS is the study of the Lyman-α properties of galaxies in the high-redshift Universe. In Fig. 12, we show a surface brightness map of Lyman-α emission from a simulated galaxy at redshift \(z = 4\). The simulated galaxy has a stellar mass of \(\sim 10^9 M_\odot\) and a star formation rate of \(\sim 3 M_\odot\, \text{yr}^{-1}\).

The simulation and RASCAS post-processing are fully described in Blaizot et al. (in prep.). It is a radiation-hydrodynamic simulation run with RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al. 2013, 2018; Rosdahl & Teyssier 2015; Katz et al. 2017), with a spatial resolution of \(\sim 15\, \text{pc}\) in the ISM. The sub-grid models used for star formation and feedback are those presented in Kimm et al. (2015, 2017), based on the same calibration as in the SPHINX simulations (Rosdahl et al. 2018).

To construct Fig. 12, we used \(6 \times 10^6\) photon packets, emitted from \(\sim 10^6\) gas cells within the virial radius proportionally to their Lyman-α luminosities, accounting for recombinations and for collisional excitations. We included dust following Laursen et al. (2009b), assuming SMC properties. We used the peeling algorithm (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1984; Zheng & Miralda-Escudé 2002) as described in Dijkstra (2017, Sect. 9.3) to collect flux on a 1000 \(\times\) 1000 image in a particular direction. In order to accelerate the computation, we also implemented the core-skipping algorithm described in Smith et al. (2015, Sect. 3.2.4), which slightly underestimates the effect of dust, but produces a speed-up of a factor \(\sim 1000\).

5.2. Line transfer in idealised set-ups

In addition to hydrodynamic simulations, RASCAS can also be run on custom idealised models in which users can decide the sampling and location of the sources as well as the geometry and the properties of the medium. These kinds of set-ups are commonly used to guide the interpretation of observational data (e.g. line profiles) and to test physical scenarios (e.g. inflows and outflows) based on simplified assumptions (e.g. Ahn et al. 2003; Verhamme et al. 2008; Prochaska et al. 2011; Laursen et al. 2013; Scarlata & Panagia 2015). As an illustration, we show in Fig. 13 the output of an RT experiment of a flat UV continuum (\(\lambda = 2570-2640\, \text{Å}\)) in a galactic wind. In this example, photon packets are emitted at the centre of a spherical expanding outflow that extends from \(r_{\text{min}} = 1\) to \(r_{\text{max}} = 20\, \text{kpc}\). The medium is filled with Fe\,\text{II} ions distributed according to a given velocity profile \((v(r) \propto r)\) and density profile \((\rho(r) \propto r^{-3})\).

The top panel of Fig. 13 depicts the resulting spectrum in which the various features of the UV1 multiplet of Fe\,\text{II} are visible (black line). Strong absorption lines arise at the location of the Fe\,\text{II} \(\lambda\,\lambda2586, 2600\) resonant transitions. We note that these two lines are slightly blueshifted due to the bulk motion of the gas, whereas the broadening of the absorption is primarily driven by the velocity dispersion and the column density of the gas. We see that scattering in the outflowing medium gives rise to an emission redward of the \(\lambda\,\lambda2586, 2600\) resonances. The other three emission lines at \(\lambda \approx 2612, 2626,\) and \(2632\, \text{Å}\) correspond to the fluorescent channels associated with the resonant transitions (see Sect. 3.2.1). In our example the convolution of the spectrum with a Gaussian line spread function (overlaid in red), mimicking a typical instrumental spectral smoothing, erases the P Cygni-like features close to the resonances which then appear as pure absorption lines.

Photons emitted by a central source can also resonantly scatter in physical space giving rise to spatially extended emission that traces the surrounding gas. This is shown in the bottom right panel, which represents a mock projected map of the emission of the radiation emerging from the outflow. In the bottom left panel of Fig. 13 we plot the surface brightness profile of the emission at \(\lambda = 2570-2640\, \text{Å}\) (black curve). The emission is strongly peaked at \(r = 0\) because a large fraction of the photons are far away from the resonance and therefore escape directly without scattering (in green). Depending on the opacity of the medium, photons undergoing more than one scattering can contribute significantly to the total surface brightness profile, as is the case in our example in Fig. 13 (coloured dashed lines). This highlights the importance of taking multiple scatterings into account while modelling the radiative transfer of resonant lines, and therefore the need of performing MC numerical simulations, in order to construct mock observables. Finally, we note that \(5 \times 10^6\) photon packets were cast from the source and propagated through the wind until escape of the medium in this simulation, and that it ran on a single core in a few minutes only.
ionising radiative transfer made during the course of the simulation, we used the stellar library by Eldridge et al. (2017). The emitted rest-frame spectrum was decomposed into different parts corresponding to the different photometric filters of the JWST/NIRCam, namely F115W, F150W, F200W, F277W, F356W, and F444W. Each wavelength range was sampled with ten million photon packets. We propagated only stellar continuum photons, not the contribution of the nebular emission lines from H II regions.

We computed the dust continuum RT using for each filter a constant value for the albedo $a_{\text{dust}}$ and the $g$ parameter according to Li & Draine (2001, Table 6). We again used the peeling algorithm to collect flux into a 3D cube, which is eventually integrated along the spectral dimension using the throughputs of various NIRCam filters to obtain images. We then dimmed the image using the luminosity distance of the galaxy (at $z = 6$).

In Fig. 14, we show a pseudo-colour image combining F150W, F277W, and F444W images at a very high resolution. The effect of dust can be seen with the dust lane in the edge-on view (bottom panel). We also show mock images in the F150W and F444W filters with a noise distribution at a level corresponding to a time exposure of 1 Ms. The two rows show two different projections of the same object. The bottom row is the same projection as in the maps of Rosdahl et al. (2018, Fig. 4).

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new public 3D Monte Carlo code called RASCAS to compute radiative transfer of resonant lines in simulations of astrophysical objects. RASCAS is written in modern Fortran. The main features of RASCAS are the following:

1. RASCAS computes radiative transport of resonant-line photons through complex mixes of species (e.g. H I, Si II, Mg II) and dust. Although it is designed to accurately describe resonant scattering, RASCAS may also be used to propagate photons at any wavelength (e.g. stellar continuum or fluorescent lines).

2. RASCAS performs RT on an adaptive mesh with an octree structure very similar to that used and produced by RAMSES. With very little effort, RASCAS can be extended to use any (irregular) mesh structure.

3. RASCAS can be easily used to perform RT experiments through idealised gas distributions (e.g. expanding shells, discs) instead of simulations.

4. RASCAS includes tools which allow the user to sample different sources of radiation. In the current distribution, these include a code to spawn photon packets from star particles, taking into account their ages and metallicites and using various SED libraries, and a code to spawn Lyman-α photons emitted by the gas, taking into account both recombination and collisional contributions. RASCAS also features a simple code to produce ad hoc sources which may be used for tests or idealised models.

5. The default outputs of RASCAS are lists of photon packets collected when they escape the computational domain. These are typically analysed through a python class that is provided in the distribution.

6. RASCAS also features a standard peeling algorithm which allows the user to construct mock observations in the form of spectra, images, or datacubes on-the-fly.

RASCAS can also easily be used to compute radiative transfer of continuum light in the presence of dust, and then to produce realistic mock images. As an illustration, we show in Fig. 14 an example of James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) NIRCam images. We note, contrary to dedicated dust MCRT codes (e.g. Jonsson 2006; Baes et al. 2011; Robitaille 2011; Steinacker et al. 2013), that we did not include any modelling of the dust re-emission or of the change in dust temperature (and properties).

We used the radiation-hydrodynamics SPHINX simulations (Rosdahl et al. 2018), the S10_512_BINARY run in practise. We extracted from the output at $z = 6$ a spherical data domain centred onto the most massive halo and with a radius equal to 1.1 $R_{\text{vir}}$. This galaxy has a stellar mass of $\sim 1.5 \times 10^9 M_\odot$ and a star formation rate of $\sim 5 M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$. For the gas composition we used the default values for the dust composition (SMC model, $f_{\text{gas}} = 0.01$, $Z_{\text{ref}} = 0.005$).

For the emission of photons, we used the PhotonsFromStars spatial sampling and the tabulated continuum from stellar populations for the spectral sampling. To be consistent with the
7. The modularity of RASCAS makes it very easy to implement new transitions and to compute RT through new mixtures of scatterers and dust. It also makes RASCAS a powerful toolbox to analyse AMR simulations in general. For example, it has been used to compute escape fractions from galaxies of the SPHINX simulations (Rosdahl et al. 2018) by casting hundreds of rays from each star particle in the simulation and integrating the optical depths to ionising radiation along these rays up to the virial radii of host halos.

8. RASCAS is parallelised using MPI and shows perfect scaling at least up to a thousand cores. It also features domain decomposition, which reduces its memory footprint to arbitrarily low values. These features make it usable to process simulations of arbitrarily large sizes on large supercomputers.

9. RASCAS has been fully tested against RT problems with analytic solutions and against various test cases proposed in the literature. In all cases, the agreement between RASCAS and published results is very good.

10. The RASCAS code is publicly available\(^\text{11}\). Future developments of the code will be released and documented at the same URL. RASCAS has been designed to be both easy to use and easy to develop, and we hope to share future developments with a growing community.
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Appendix A: Atomic data

In Table A.1, we provide atomic data for a selected sample of species and transitions implemented in RASCAS.

Table A.1. Atomic data for the species and transitions implemented in RASCAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Transition nickname</th>
<th>Vac. wavelength (Å)</th>
<th>( A_{\text{al}} ) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( f_{\text{u}} )</th>
<th>Lower level (l)</th>
<th>Upper level (u)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Lyα</td>
<td>1215.67</td>
<td>6.265 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>lS</td>
<td>2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>D Lyα</td>
<td>1215.34</td>
<td>6.265 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>lS</td>
<td>2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II ( ^{1} )1190</td>
<td>1190.42</td>
<td>6.53 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 1/2</td>
<td>3s3p(^2) (^2)P 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II* ( ^{1} )1194</td>
<td>1194.50</td>
<td>3.45 × 10(^9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 3/2</td>
<td>3s3p(^2) (^2)P 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II ( ^{1} )1193</td>
<td>1193.28</td>
<td>2.69 × 10(^9)</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 1/2</td>
<td>3s3p(^2) (^3)P 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II* ( ^{1} )1197</td>
<td>1197.39</td>
<td>1.40 × 10(^9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 3/2</td>
<td>3s3p(^2) (^2)P 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II ( ^{1} )1260</td>
<td>1260.42</td>
<td>2.57 × 10(^9)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 1/2</td>
<td>3s3d (^2)D 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Si II* ( ^{1} )1265</td>
<td>1265.02</td>
<td>4.73 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3s(^2)3p (^2)P(^0) 3/2</td>
<td>3s3d (^2)D 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>Mg II ( ^{2} )2796</td>
<td>2796.35</td>
<td>2.60 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>2p(^3)3s (^2)S 1/2</td>
<td>2p(^3)3p (^2)P(^0) 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>Mg II ( ^{2} )2804</td>
<td>2803.53</td>
<td>2.57 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>2p(^3)3s (^2)S 1/2</td>
<td>2p(^3)3p (^2)P(^0) 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2250</td>
<td>2249.88</td>
<td>3.00 × 10(^6)</td>
<td>0.00182</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^2)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^4)D(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2270</td>
<td>2269.52</td>
<td>4.00 × 10(^5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^4)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^4)D(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2261</td>
<td>2260.78</td>
<td>3.18 × 10(^6)</td>
<td>0.00244</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^4)F(^{+}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2281</td>
<td>2280.62</td>
<td>4.49 × 10(^6)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^4)F(^{+}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2344</td>
<td>2344.21</td>
<td>1.73 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)P(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2366</td>
<td>2365.55</td>
<td>5.90 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)P(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2381</td>
<td>2381.49</td>
<td>3.10 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 5/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)P(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2374</td>
<td>2374.46</td>
<td>4.25 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)F(^{-}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2396</td>
<td>2396.35</td>
<td>2.59 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)F(^{-}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2383</td>
<td>2382.76</td>
<td>3.13 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)F(^{+}) 11/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2587</td>
<td>2586.65</td>
<td>8.94 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>0.0717</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)D(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2612</td>
<td>2612.65</td>
<td>1.20 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)D(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2632</td>
<td>2632.11</td>
<td>6.29 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 5/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)D(^{-}) 7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II ( ^{2} )2600</td>
<td>2600.17</td>
<td>2.35 × 10(^8)</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 9/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)D(^{-}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Fe II* ( ^{2} )2626</td>
<td>2626.45</td>
<td>3.52 × 10(^7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3d(^6)4s (^6)D 7/2</td>
<td>3d(^6)4p (^6)D(^{-}) 9/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Each group (between two horizontal lines) shows one absorption line and the decay channel(s) (resonant and fluorescent if any). Data taken from the NIST database Kramida et al. (2018, https://www.nist.gov/).
Appendix B: Additional tests

Fig. B.1. Frequency redistribution, $R(x_{\text{out}}, x_{\text{in}})$, in Doppler units $x_{\text{out}}$ of Lyman-α photons emitted at $x_{\text{in}}$ after one single scattering on a hydrogen atom assuming Rayleigh angular redistribution. The solid coloured curves are the results from RASCAS assuming $x_{\text{in}} = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, \text{ and } 8$, while the dashed black lines are the analytic solutions of Hummer (1962).

In Sect. 3.4, we present a series of tests based on the comparison of RASCAS with analytic solutions and other MC codes. In Fig. 5, we show the frequency redistribution of Lyman-α photons after one scattering on a hydrogen atom assuming isotropic angular redistribution. Here we repeat the same experiment (Fig. B.1), but we now check the frequency redistribution function for Rayleigh scattering on hydrogen atoms. We find perfect agreement with the expected solution of Hummer (1962).

Figure B.2 compares the mean distance travelled by $10^6$ Lyman-α photons emitted at $x_{\text{in}} = 0$ as a function of line-centre opacity $\tau_{\text{HI}}$ (in black) with the mean free path defined as $\lambda_{\text{MFP}} = (n_{\text{HI}}(\sigma_0)^{-1}$ (red curve), where $n_{\text{HI}}$ and $\sigma_0$ are the HI density of the uniform medium and the Lyman-α cross section at line centre for $T = 100\,\text{K}$. Again, we confirm that RASCAS recovers well the expected value from the optically thin ($\tau_{\text{HI}} = 10$) to extremely thick regime ($\tau_{\text{HI}} = 10^5$).

RASCAS can also be used to follow radiative transfer through a medium composed of several elements simultaneously. This can be particularly useful if different elements exhibit atomic transitions with comparable energy levels, for example in the case of the Lyman-α line of atomic hydrogen ($\lambda_{\text{Ly}α} = 1215.67\,\text{Å}$) and deuterium ($\lambda_{\text{D}3\text{Ly}α} = 1215.34\,\text{Å}$). In Fig. B.3 we show the spectrum in $x$ units (normalised to the hydrogen line centre) emerging from a static sphere of H\text{I} mixed with deuterium, assuming an abundance of $\text{D}/\text{H} = 3 \times 10^{-5}$ computed with RASCAS (solid black curve). It can be seen that the presence of deuterium affects the line profile expected for pure H\text{I} (i.e. a symmetric double peak; dashed curve in Fig. B.3) by producing a sharp absorption feature in the blue peak of the spectrum at $x \approx 6.3$, which corresponds to the Lyman-α resonance of deuterium. For comparison, we overplot the simulated spectrum of Dijkstra et al. (2006) on the blue side of the Lyman-α line ($x \approx 6.3$), which is due to the presence of deuterium, compared to the case for pure H\text{I} (dashed line).

Fig. B.2. Distance travelled by Lyman-α photons emitted at $x_{\text{in}} = 0$ before their first scattering as a function of H\text{I} opacity. The mean travelled distance (filled circles) is in excellent agreement with the expected mean free path ($\lambda_{\text{MFP}} = (n_{\text{HI}}(\sigma_0)^{-1}$; red line) at all opacities. Error bars correspond to the $1\sigma$ standard deviation.

Fig. B.3. Emergent spectrum of Lyman-α photons ($x_{\text{in}} = 0$) emitted at the centre of a uniform static sphere of H\text{I} mixed with neutral deuterium D. The model parameters are similar to those used in Fig. 3 of Dijkstra et al. (2006): $T = 10^4\,\text{K}$, $n_{\text{HI}} = 2 \times 10^{17}\,\text{cm}^{-3}$, and $\text{D}/\text{H} = 3 \times 10^{-5}$. We recover the same absorption feature as Dijkstra et al. (2006) on the blue side of the Lyman-α line ($x \approx 6.3$), which is due to the presence of deuterium, compared to the case for pure H\text{I} (dashed line).